6-Steps
to B2B Marketing
and Sales
Transformation

YOUR 6-STEP PLAN TO TRANSFORMING YOUR MARKETING WITH DATA

Your customers
have changed. How
much has your
marketing changed
to keep up?

Buyers create their
own digital
purchase journey
over which you
have little control
and even less
knowledge.

Evidence-based campaigns

Reaching the right
people with the
right message at
exactly the right
time is harder than
ever

Laser-precision targeting

Transform your
marketing with a
data-driven
strategy and
deliver

Demonstrable ROI

STEP 1 - Start with your existing customers

Having a deep knowledge of your customers not
only helps you deliver relevant, timely messages
and a better customer experience, but gives you
important clues when looking for like-minded
prospects.
•

Interrogate every touch point

•

Learn not just who they are and when they
bought, but their behaviours, attitudes and
pain points

•

Develop firmographic profiles to build a
picture of the businesses they work in

•

Identify your best customers based on
recency, frequency and value of purchase

•

Make this an ongoing, not one-off exercise.
Data decays at 30% per annum. Keep it up-todate, accurate and compliant.

STEP 2 – Now clone them

OK, actual cloning may not be possible (or
legal), but there are tools you can use to create
target audiences with similar traits and
behaviours as your best customers: look-a-like
audiences.
•

Establish the types of customers most likely
to buy from you (Step 1 helps you do this)

•

Determine the traits of your existing
customers that you’d like to “clone” in the
look-a-like audience

•

The right technology provider can create a
look-a-like audience within hours

Just as your own data decays, your look-a-like
audience’s traits, behaviours and job roles will
change over time. Ensure your provider can
keep these up to date.

Step 3 – Get up
close2and personal
STEP

Emails, newsletters,
blog posts, adverts,
CTAs, social
discussions

Go beyond the information you can gather from
transactional data. Find out where your
customers do their research and who else is
involved in or influences their purchase
decisions.
•

•

Consider using online tools as a faster, more
effective and accurate method of
behavioural research than customer
surveys. You need to know what they are
researching now, not last year.
Remember decision-making units can be
large and consist of a wide range of
individuals from across the organisation and
at different levels

Use the insights you gain at this step to help
you establish specific customer needs and
challenges and to identify market and
behavioural trends.

Landing
Pages

Web content:
Webinars,
workshops, surveys,
videos and e-books

STEP 4 – Who is ready to buy?

With the information you’ve gathered at Steps
1-3, it’s possible to determine a percentage of
prospects who’ve already embarked on their
path to purchase.
•

Now is the time to focus your account
based marketing efforts on this important
group

•

Focus your tracking on organisations, not
individuals to avoid falling foul of e-Privacy
regulations

The significance of this step can’t be
overstated. With most of the buyer journey
completed online and out of your sight, now
you have the evidence and the opportunity to
be a part of it before your competitors are.

STEP 5 – Super relevant, right now

Research has revealed one of the current top
priorities among marketers is the ability to
personalise their messaging in order to
generate higher quality leads. By Step 6 this is
exactly what you’re able to do.
•

Knowing who is ready to buy lets you know
exactly who to target and when

•

Knowing their needs, challenges and pain
points means you can tailor your messaging
to meet their needs

With continuous research and listening you’ll
always have up-to-date insights to inform your
strategies with laser-precision targeting going
forward.

STEP 6 – Ignite Sales
Make the historical divide between Sales and
Marketing exactly that - a thing of the past.
Your data-driven strategy will generate leads
that are qualified like never before, increasing
the likelihood your sales teams will get the
results your campaigns deserve.
•

It’s vital that your sales teams understand
the power of your new approach and why
these leads are more likely to close

•

Work with sales to jointly agree how leads
are handled

•

Be sure to keep the sales/marketing
conversation open through ongoing nurture
campaigns so that they can act on buying
signals quickly and effectively, whenever
they arise.

With the complete trackability of a data-driven
strategy, you’ll not only achieve better ROI,
you’ll be able to demonstrate it too.

Show me the money!

Harnessing customer data in new ways
can be truly transformational for both
your Marketing and Sales functions.
Talk to us to discover how taking this datadriven approach, using the latest Martech,
Adtech and predictive marketing tools can
bring you:
• Generate 300% more leads
• Reduce your associated resource costs
by two thirds
• Increase by x3.5 more lead to sales
pipeline conversions.

Cyance. Smarter business marketing

GET IN TOUCH – We’re ready to lead you into the
future of predictive marketing

Contact us
Cyance Ltd
Bloxham Mill
Barford Road
Banbury
Oxfordshire
OX15 4FF
Tel: OX15 4FF
results@cyance.com
cyance.com

